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Agribusiness Undergraduate Education

Agribusiness in the United States is a major part of our economic system and contributes about 20 percent to the GNP and employs approximately 23 percent of the labor force (1). In 1980, over 23.6 million people were employed in the input supply industries, agricultural production, commodity processing, food manufacturing, and distribution sectors (2).

Starting at the Harvard Business School in 1956, agribusiness programs have multiplied to about 60 throughout the United States. Most are offered by Agricultural Economics departments in land grant institutions. The remainder are found in various non-land grant schools, graduate schools of Business Administration and community colleges (3).

From land grant Agricultural Economics departments programs, a high percentage (50% to 80%) of the graduates are employed by agribusiness firms (4). Consequently, there has been considerable interest in designing curricula for agribusiness students. Litzenberg, Gorman and Schneider surveyed 58 U.S. colleges and universities in 1983 to determine the "typical" agribusiness undergraduate program. They found most schools exposed students to a broad range of courses including technical courses such as the natural sciences, quantitative analysis and economics. They concluded that compared to agribusiness employer expectations, most programs were deficient in the functional areas of management, marketing, and finance. Even when functional courses were included, they often were not taught with an emphasis on agribusiness (4).

Schools of business generally build curricula around the three major functional areas of management, finance and marketing. Courses in organization behavior, operations research, business law and business policy are added to the functional core to round out the student's educational program. Departments of Agricultural Economics tend to offer just one functional course to agribusiness students; agribusiness management. This course is usually designed to introduce the student to management theory, management functions and personnel management — with some topics drawn from the functional areas of marketing and finance. In some schools, case studies are used in an attempt to help the students consolidate the theories and concepts.

Nearly all Agricultural Economics departments offer separate courses in marketing and finance, but these tend to be traditional courses oriented to production agriculture. In finance, this does not necessarily present a problem. The basic concepts and some of the analytical tools used in farm financial management are similar to those used in off-farm agribusiness firms. However, in marketing, the student who understands only production agriculture commodity marketing is at a severe disadvantage. Production agriculture commodity marketing courses are insufficient preparation for input marketing, commodity merchandising and food marketing positions. However, most entry level job opportunities for agribusiness majors are in marketing. Agribusiness firms have long complained to Agriculture Economics departments about this situation to no avail. Reasons for not adding a separate course in agribusiness marketing include lack of resources and lack of qualified instructors for the course. Another reason is Agricultural Economics professors, because of their training, have incomplete understanding of marketing concepts and practices except as related to agricultural production.

A typical agricultural production commodity marketing course would include the following general topics: definition of agricultural marketing, the importance of agricultural marketing, marketing institutions and their roles, price analysis, the futures markets, government programs and commodity specific marketing such as grain, livestock, cotton, dairy, etc (5). To be fair, some authors of textbooks used in these courses have expanded to include marketing in the input industries and food marketing. However, the courses taught generally do not give students an understanding of topics such as the marketing concept, managing the marketing mix, the role of the product manager, preparation of the marketing plan, marketing analysis and formulation of marketing strategies. A student must understand these topics in order to function successfully in a marketing position upon graduation. Unfortunately, most agricultural college graduates do not receive this training in school. They must learn this on the job, in company training programs, through individual reading or in night school. A well-designed agribusiness marketing course taken at the undergraduate level would help students in interviewing for entry level marketing positions and help them achieve success earlier in their careers. What follows is a discussion of what should be included in an agricultural marketing course as well as objectives for teaching, a typical course outline with selected readings, and a discussion of using case studies and an applied marketing project.
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Objectives of Teaching Agribusiness Marketing

The main objective of teaching the agribusiness marketing course is for students to understand the underlying economic theory of agribusiness marketing strategies as well as their application to various agribusiness situations. This can be accomplished by designing a course entitled Agribusiness Marketing with the following objectives that should be mastered by students:

a. Demonstrate an understanding of agribusiness marketing terminology.

b. Explain the roles of institutions and specialized individuals in the food and fiber marketing system.

c. Describe the market structure for selected agricultural commodities and food products.

d. Formulate a marketing strategy for an agribusiness product given a hypothetical market situation.

The following is a suggested course outline with a list of readings and comments on case studies as well as readings that are meant to be suggestive and individual want a marketing project. In most cases, an instructor will want to select one text for the course and perhaps put other readings on library reserve. The outline and readings are meant to be suggestive and individual faculty should expand or change the content/readings according to specific needs.

Agribusiness Marketing Course Outline

I. Introduction

A. Overview of the Agribusiness Sector (2):10-12; (4):5-8; (7):4-7

B. Agribusiness Marketing Stages/Functions (1):13-16, 58-84

C. What is Agribusiness Marketing? (1):4-6; (4):8-9

II. Economic Theory of Agribusiness Marketing


III. Development of Agribusiness Marketing Strategies


C. Importance of Agribusiness Product Characteristics (1):325-328; (3):90-102; (7):385-386


IV. Agribusiness Marketing Strategies

A. Agribusiness Pricing Strategies


B. Agribusiness Product Differentiation/Innovation


C. Agribusiness Packaging/Labeling

1. Packaging (1):341-351; (3):130, 133, 260-273; (7):386-387


D. Agribusiness Advertising/Production


F. Agribusiness Merchandising (3):120-122; (7):442-444; (12):216-217


V. Evaluating the Agribusiness Marketing Program

A. Feasibility Analysis (6):406-413


C. Marketing Audit (1):424-425

Selected Course Readings

Agricultural and Food Marketing Texts


Industrial Organization and Market Structure Texts


Agribusiness Case Studies and Marketing Project

Agribusiness case studies and an applied marketing project are academic substitutes for "real world" agribusiness marketing experiences. They serve to demonstrate various agribusiness marketing strategies as well as provide simulated "hands-on" agribusiness marketing experience. The major objective is for students to learn how to apply agribusiness marketing strategies in a simulated agribusiness marketing situation.

The advantages of using agribusiness case studies and an applied marketing project (6) in an agribusiness marketing course include:

a. Providing practice situations for the application of agribusiness marketing strategies without the risk of the student making costly business mistakes in a "real world" situation.

b. Developing diagnostic problem solving ability, providing for practice in using analytical and evaluation techniques, and allowing the student to formulate workable plans of action.

c. Providing an exposure to a variety of agribusiness firms in different agribusiness marketing situations.

The agribusiness case studies focus on one or a limited number of agribusiness marketing strategies, whereas an applied agribusiness marketing project is concerned with the development of an agribusiness marketing plan and the integration of several agribusiness marketing strategies. There generally does not exist a "right answer" to the case studies or a "best solution" to an agribusiness marketing project. What is required, is for the student to demonstrate agribusiness marketing analysis and decision making skills which can be evaluated by the student's ability to analyze marketing problems and issues, make marketing decisions, and logically defend the marketing strategies used.

Due to time constraints (generally the agribusiness marketing course is taught in one semester), the number of agribusiness marketing case studies must be limited. As illustrated in the course outline, the case studies should be limited to a few topics such as strategy development and consumer behavior, pricing, product differentiation/innovation, packaging/labeling, and advertising. Similarly, the agribusiness marketing project should be assigned early in the course (e.g., after Section IV.D. — Agribusiness Advertising/Promotion) in order for the students to have sufficient time for completion of the project. The topics applicable for an agribusiness marketing project can vary depending on the instructor's preference, but the following topics work well:

a. Marketing of a value-added processed product such as a frozen dessert, beverage or breakfast cereal.

b. Marketing of an agribusiness input such as a farm implement, ag-chemical or seed.

c. Marketing of an agribusiness service such as pesticide application or agricultural managerial services.

The use of agribusiness case studies and an applied marketing project cannot directly substitute for on-the-job agribusiness marketing experience. However, agribusiness case studies and a marketing project complement the in-class lectures/readings by providing practice situations for agribusiness marketing decision making.

Summary

Over 50 percent of the graduates from land grant Agricultural Economics departments are employed by agribusiness firms. However, the courses generally taught in Agricultural Economics departments tend to be traditional courses oriented to production agriculture. Agribusiness firms have voiced their concern about this issue in the past, to no avail.

The authors present an alternative or complementary course to the traditional production-oriented agricultural marketing course offered by Agricultural Economics departments. The suggested course, Agribusiness Marketing, is designed to give students an understanding of topics such as the marketing concept, managing the marketing mix, the role of the product manager, preparation of the marketing plan, marketing analysis, and formulation of marketing strategies. The main objective of teaching the agribusiness marketing course is to teach students the principles and strategies of marketing agribusiness products by presenting the economic theory of agribusiness marketing strategies as well as their application to various agribusiness situations. Case studies and an applied agribusiness marketing project should be assigned to students in order to supplement the course lectures and to subrogate for "real world" agribusiness marketing experiences.

An agribusiness marketing course will help fill the void in existing agribusiness curricula. The course should not be considered a panacea for Agricultural Economics departments or as a "ticket" for employment by students. Rather as a fundamental course in the analysis and application of agribusiness marketing.
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Abstract

A quantitative methods course has been developed which bundles together the quantitative methods commonly used in undergraduate agricultural economics courses. Microcomputers are used as computational apparatuses and instructional aids. Students learn to use spreadsheet, business graphics and other general microcomputer application programs while applying the quantitative techniques discussed in class.

For many years computers were in the backrooms and basements of large companies and institutions keeping records, spewing our invoices and other documents, while relatively few people worked directly with computers. Now computer terminals and computers, especially desktop microcomputers, are becoming as common as cash registers and pocket calculators. Most of today’s university students will be using computers when they join the work force. Some will use large “company-size” mainframe computers and others will use “department-size” minicomputers, but a large share of them will be using stand-alone or interconnected microcomputers.

The challenge facing educators in general and teachers in agriculture in particular is how to best prepare students to productively use computers, especially microcomputers, in their future occupations (Knapper; Moulton and Colfin). Neither the approach of a quick coverage of microcomputer terminology nor the other extreme of a computer-science-like course which emphasizes programming in BASIC or Pascal seems appropriate for agriculture. This paper describes an approach which combines a quantitative methods course with an introduction to microcomputer application programs.

Origin of the Quantitative Component

A few years ago, the departmental undergraduate committee of the Department of Agricultural Economics recommended adding a course in quantitative methods. The course was to bundle together quantitative material that overlapped several courses. As it had been, course instructors diverted time from core course material to teach discounting, regression, index number construction, data presentation and other techniques that were also used in other courses but because of a changed mix of students were often covered again. The new quantitative methods course was to be required for all departmental options. Students would be expected to take it early in their college career. The course was put on the books, but a limited staff and no enthusiastic volunteer resulted in the course not being taught for three years.

The Microcomputer Connection

In 1982 a departmental committee was formed to make recommendations concerning the integration of microcomputers into departmental teaching, research and extension activities. One of the committee’s numerous recommendations was to use the quantitative methods course to introduce students to microcomputer application programs for performing economic analysis. The committee recommended that the department set up a microcomputer laboratory,